
 

  

Seated on a large ball or a dining room type chair- 

Knees in line with hips and feet pointing forwards. 

Visualise your kneecap is reaching forwards. 

Pelvic Compass 
Tilt the pelvis backwards and forwards, using pelvic 

floor connection and breath. Try not to allow your 

head to bob up and down 

Side to Side 

 Take weight onto one side of pelvis and then the 

other. Shoulders stay still, think of the hip lifting the 

ribs. Keep shoulders and feet still.  

  

  

5 of each 

                        

                                 

 Pelvic Clocks 

 Roll the pelvis around in a clockwise, then anti-

clockwise direction. Try working into a full circle 

with your hips, whilst keeping shoulders and feet 

still 

  

5 each direction 

  

             

 Figure of 8s 
As above, but making a figure of 8. The challenge 

adds in a little more mindfulness and coordination.  

  

3 each direction 

 

 Seated Walking 
Peel one foot onto the tippy toe. Simultaneously, if 

you can, lift the toes off of the opposite foot. Keep 

the movement dynamic and keep the weight 

through the sit-bones still. Feel like you reach your 

kneecaps away from you.  Breathe throughout.  

  

8 per leg 

                    



 Rotation- Cossack Arms 
Arms crossed out in front. Press one forearm up, 

and press the other down. Lift up tall and find a 

gentle connection around baby.  

Check rib and pelvis position then start to rotate- 

let your eyes lead the movement. Wrap the ribs 

around the body and lift up tall- watch the weight 

in your sit-bones doesn’t alter- feel like your elbows 

reach forwards and continue to press through 

forearms. Breathe in.  

Return the ribs, breast bone and then neck- begin 

to look over the opposite shoulder and continue… 

 

  

3 per side. 

 Swap arm cross 

half way through 

  

  
 

 

 

             

 Side Bend 1 & 2 
The weight may alter under the sit bones, but make 

sure you are always in control- so you don’t fall off 

your ball! Imagine you’re between 2 panes of glass, 

so that you don’t rotate as you side bend.  

1st exercise imagine you’re pressing down on a 

pedal with your hand as you slide it away. 

2nd exercise; Lengthen the elbows away from each 

other, pressing the back of your hand against your 

forehead and lifting up through the crown of the 

head.  

  

3 of each, per side 

   

   

 Hands Behind Head 

Extension- press your face gently back into your 

hands. lift breast bone- lengthen elbows forward 

and up and feel like you open your armpits. Neck 

stays long 

Rotation- rotate to each side as you do above 

  

3 of each 

  

 



 Band: Arm lift 

 Band under your feet. As you inhale, Lengthen the 

arm to lift, keeping the elbow soft but not bent. It is 

a reach away rather than a pull upwards.  

The arm stays slightly in front of your body and the 

weight through your sit-bones stays still, as does 

your torso. Check these as you pause a moment.  

Return the band with control as you exhale 

  

8 per arm 

  

 Both Arms 
As above but the both arms. Check neck position 

and keep shoulders away from ears. Feel the reach 

out of the little finger as if you’re drawing it up the 

wall in front.  

Make sure the band is the same length both sides.  

  

8 

                                   

 Across Shins 

 Inhale as you Lengthen the little finger to the floor 

behind you. Feel your arm rotate back in your 

shoulder. 

 Pause for a moment- check the position of ribs and 

pelvis….. Exhale to return with control.  

  

8 

                              

 Offering 
Arms out in front. Palms face up. Hands slightly 

below the height of your shoulders. Lift up through 

your body and connect around your centre.  

Inhale; Feel like your little finger reaches along the 

wall in front as the band opens. Keep the palms 

facing upwards and the elbows soft. Pause for a 

moment. Check your shoulder blades are wide on 

your back. Exhale to return with control.  

  

8 

  

 



 

 Band Up and Over 

 The band should be fairly long. Wrists stay straight 

throughout. Choose a breathing pattern that feels 

comfortable.  

Keep the band close to your body, keep the 

shoulder blades wide as you lift up and over. 

Lengthen the arms out in front and up towards the 

ceiling. Reach the fingers towards with side of the 

room.  

The band may or may not go behind you. Keep your 

neck long, chin gently tucked. Return.  

 

  

8 

  
 

 

 

 

 Band Around Knees- 

Tie the band, doubled up, around your knees. It 

should be tight and just above your knee joint. 

Bring your legs to hip width.  

 

Single Knee Openings 
Press one knee into the band- feel like your 

kneecap is reaching away And into the band. Allow 

your foot to move so that you come onto the side 

or it. Lengthen up though centre and crown of 

head.  

Pause for a moment- check weight is the same 

through sit-bones and release.  

 Be careful not to stick ribs and bottom out.  

 

Double Knee Openings- as singles, but both 

knees.  

  

8 of each 

  

 
 

 

 



 

Standing – have a wall or similar close by to hold if you need it 

 Standing Foot-Work 

Lift and lower:  
Be aware of your pelvis position, think about rolling 

the tail bone downwards slightly, and feel like you 

hug baby a little.  Raise both heels up off the floor. 

Try not to migrate forwards- straight up, feeling the 

crown of the head and back of the legs lift upwards, 

hold. With control, lower back down. 

 Walking:  
As above- but lower one heel and bend the 

opposite knee, walking through the feet… continue. 

Be aware that your hips don’t rock- - use the pelvic 

connection- dropping tailbone down into north tilt. 

Barre Routine:  
Slide down an imaginary wall. Lift one heel, then 

the other, then lift to straighten the legs- 

concentrating not to stick bottom/ribs out- think 

‘north tilt’. Lower one heel, then the other. Reverse 

  

10 Of each   

 

 

Walking 

 

  Barre Routine  

 

 

Standing Band Leg Work 
Cross the band over your foot. Lean forward- use a 

wall, a kitchen workbench or the back of a chair. 

Lean forwards and lengthen the leg away into the 

band until it just lifts off the floor. Continue to 

lengthen into the band to lower. Feel like to hug 

baby so you don’t collapse the front of your 

tummy. Feel like to lift into your arms and keep 

your neck long. Stand up, into the leg that’s foot is 

on the floor and keep hips pointing forwards ( i.e 

don’t rotate your pelvis)  

8 per leg 

  

  

  



 

4 point kneeling- watch our tutorial on this for options if you struggle with wrists or knees 

  

Cat 

 Roll pubic bone under the north tilt your pelvis… 

gently ripple the flexion up your spine, gently tuck 

your chin and breathe into the back and sides of 

your ribcage. Press into the floor gently, as you 

lengthen your tail bone away from your breast 

bone. Feel sit-bones widen and breathe in.  

 

  

5 

  

 

  

Wagtail 
 Bring your pelvis into a half way position and lift 

baby a little- so that your spine is fairly straight; lift 

your foot off the floor and rotate your leg 

outwards- pivoting on your knee. Turn to look 

around at your foot- your opposite side of waist will 

lengthen- breathe into it. Return and repeat.  

 

  

5 per leg 

  

  

Hip Hinge 

 Keeping spine still, hinge back as far as you can 

without the tailbone curling under. You will feel 

your sit-bones open as you do this. Feel like your 

arms reach forwards. Breathe in.  

Bring yourself back over wrists- feeling like you’re 

gently pressing the floor away and hugging baby. 

Keep your neck long and chin gently tucked.  

 

  

5 

  



  

Sitting- legs to the side - Modify legs and use a cushion between knees if needed.   

  

Mermaid 
   

1. Place one hand on the floor and use it to steady 

yourself, as you lower on to your elbow. The 

opposite arm reaches. Hips stay still.  

2. Breathe in to your side.  

3. Rotate the top ribs, lifting over bump, forward to 

bring both elbows on to the floor.  Breathe in  

4. ‘Unrotate’ until your arm is reaching towards the 

ceiling and hold for a moment- take a hold of your 

shin if needed. 

5. Use your hand on the floor to assist you up… 

Lengthen the arm away as you exhale, lift the 

crown of the head up to return to the start.  

  

5 per side 

  

Sorry there are currently no images for this exercise 

 

Side Lying – use a cushion under head- and one between knees if more comfortable 

 Oyster 
Shoulder and hips are stacked. Lift waist. Tilt pubic 

bone into north tilt and drop top hip forwards a 

little.  Squeeze heels and feel like you lengthen 

your knee away as you lift the knee to rotate the 

thigh bone in the hip socket. Lower and repeat.  

  

10 per side 

  

 Arm Openings 

Back of hand on forehead. Turn your neck to look 

at your elbows. Rotate. Reach the elbow away from 

top knee. Breathe in and out 2x while in rotated 

position. Return and repeat.  

  

5 per side 

           



  

Sitting against  the ball (ensure the ball is against a stable object) 

  

 Arm Circles over the ball 
Sit with the ball behind you. Make sure it is against 

a wall or sturdy objet that will not move. Allow your 

head to place back, onto the ball. If you need to 

move forwards slightly. You should feel 

comfortable. Lift arms out and ‘up the wall’ in front 

of you. Then open out to each side of the room- 

lengthening the little fingers away from each other, 

to draw a big circle with your arms. Repeat as many 

times as you wish! 

  

  

Enjoy! 

  

 

  

Relaxation 
Drape your body over the ball. And take a moment 

to relax to some music, or just enjoy a little quiet 

time. Continue with slow steady breathing and 

allowing your body to mould onto the ball.  

  

                             
 

 

                                           
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


